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Industry Leaders
Par-Kan Company has been fabricating high quality metal products since 1958 and 
is an industry leader of ground support equipment worldwide.  

Capacity
Regardless the size of your order, Par-Kan has the capacity and 
equipment to reduce your overall lead time by utilizing our 4 manufacturing facilities 
across Indiana & Ohio.

Engineering 
Par-Kan is equipped with an experienced in-house engineering team that will help 
design and develop unique solutions to continuously improve your business and 
make completing your jobs safer and more efficient. 

Certified MBE
Par-Kan is one of the few certified minority business enterprises within this industry 
and is a full line GSE manufacturer of high quality towable equipment. 
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Certified Welders
Par-Kan has certified welders across all 4 facilities in order to ensure strong 
precision welds that will stand the test of time.  

In-house, full time quality inspectors help ensure that every piece of equipment that 
rolls out our doors meets both industry quality and safety standards. 

Quality Inspections

Powder Coat Finish
Our powder coat paint process utilizes advanced powder coat technology to ensure 
our products are high quality, long lasting, and durable.  Over 15,000 sq. ft. of our 
facility is dedicated to research and development, testing, and the application of 
powder coat paint.  Powder coat paint allows durability over a longer period of time, 
thus saving money while helping eliminate environmental pollutants caused by 
traditional paint.  
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Customer Service
Our in -house customer service team is dedicated to helping answer any questions 
or troubleshoot through any issues you may have.  

Stocked Parts
Par-Kan has a parts stocking program and dedicated warehouse that can ship most 
replacement parts within 24 hours of order to minimize equipment downtime. 

On-Time Delivery
We understand that on-time delivery is crucial in coordinating new station or gate 
openings as well as PM schedules.  Par-Kan rises to the top with a 95% on-time 
delivery rating and is your trusted partner when timing is essential.    











OFFICE: (800)291-5487

EMAIL: INFO@PAR-KAN.COM

WEBSITE: WWW.PAR-KAN.COM




